Strength characteristic determination of a flat wagon carrying structure with a lower centre of gravity
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Abstract. The study deals with application of flat wagons with lower centre of gravity for transportation of heavy containers and military equipment. A special feature of the wagon structure is the presence of swivel sectors, which are made of composite material. The wagon structure makes it possible to conduct fire by military equipment in motion. The results of determination of the dynamic load for a flat wagon in shunting impacts are presented. The authors defined the basic strength characteristics of the carrying structure of a flat wagon. The calculation was conducted with the finite element method in CosmosWorks software. The results of the calculation proved the efficiency of the solutions taken. The study also presents the fatigue calculation for the carrying structure of a flat wagon designed. The research may encourage engineers to design the unified carrying structures of flat wagons, and improve the rail transport efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The development of economic relations between individual countries mostly depends on the transport infrastructure efficiency. As is well known, the rail transport accounts for the basic segment in transportation. In order to maintain the leading position the in the rail industry, there is a need to have competitive rolling stock.

At the present stage of the rail industry development introduction of the unified rolling stock, which can transport various types of freight and be adaptable to various operational conditions, is of primary importance. The rail transportation of oversize freight can be fulfilled by flat wagons of lower centre of gravity. Such flat wagon structures are well-established in operations, as they can transport both oversize freight and, particularly, military equipment. Therefore, development and implementation of flat wagons of lower centre of gravity will make it possible to improve the operational efficiency of the rolling stock and maintain a leader’s position in the transportation market.

The structural peculiarities of a new-generation flat wagon are studied in [1]. The carrying structure of a flat wagon consists of several modules. Such an engineering solution allows regulating a useful length according to the overall dimensions of the freight transported.

The structural features of a flat wagon for intermodal transportation are considered in [2]. The study gives the general technological requirements for the organization of intermodal transportation and defines their advantages. However, the authors do not consider a possibility to transport heavy freight, particularly, military equipment, on flat wagons.

The mathematic modelling of the dynamic loads of a flat wagon at operational loads is given in [3]. The study defines the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the carrying structure of a flat wagon. However, determination of the strength characteristics for the carrying structure of a
flat wagon is not considered.

The strength characteristics for a flat wagon during transportation of containers and the loading/unloading with the ACTS system are defined in [4]. The strength calculation is conducted in the static setting in Nastran software. The numerical values of the designed loads on a flat wagon are taken in accordance with the PNEN12663 and BN-77/3532-40 standards. However, the dynamic load of the carrying structure of the flat wagon is not studied.

Research into dynamic peculiarities of the rolling stock under its interaction with the track is given in [5, 6]. The mathematical models presented make it possible to obtain the basic dynamic characteristics of the rolling stock. The studies do not consider determination of the dynamic characteristics of the rolling stock under transportation of military equipment.

Research into the dynamics and strength of the carrying structures of flat wagons at the most unfavourable operational loading is given in [7, 8]. The results of mathematical modelling are used in determination of the strength characteristics of the carrying structures of flat wagons. The dynamics and strength of a flat wagon of lower centre of gravity under transportation of heavy freight are not considered in the studies.

The analysis of literary sources allows to conclude that questions of the study of the dynamic loading and strength of flat wagons with a reduced centre of gravity have not yet been properly clarified. Therefore, the research presented in this work is relevant and has a scientific novelty.

### 2. Creating a computational model

The study deals with a new carrying structure of a flat wagon for transportation of heavy containers and military equipment. A 13-401 flat wagon was chosen as the prototype model. In order to transport military equipment, the middle part of the frame was lowered in comparison with that of the prototype (Fig. 1). It allows transportation of military equipment within the established overall dimensions. The military equipment was located on the rotating sectors made of composite material. Between a rotating sector and the frame, a viscous material was placed which provides the kinetic energy absorption under conducting fire by the military equipment. The wagon structure enables to conduct fire by the military equipment in motion. For transportation of heavy containers fitting outriggers were installed in the extension parts of the carrying structures.

![Fig. 1. The flat wagon for transportation of military equipment and heavy containers a) in empty state, b) in loaded state](image_url)

Mathematical modelling was conducted for the dynamic load determination of the flat wagon carrying structure. The calculation considered shunting impacts and the research was made in the plane coordinates. It was taken into account that an impact load of 3.5 MN affected the rear stop of the automatic coupler. The study used the mathematical model given in [9]. This model considered displacements of a long-base flat wagon loaded with three tank containers. Therefore, the model was improved. Particularly, the model considered displacements of the carrying structure of the flat wagon without displacements of the freight transported. Thus, the freight transported was taken as a captive mass which completely repeated the trajectory of the carrying structure of the flat wagon. Besides, the model did not consider displacements of the carrying
structure of the flat wagon as the basic model was shorter unlike the model considered in [9]. The mathematical model has the form:

$$M'_w \cdot \ddot{x}_w + M' \cdot \phi = S_a,$$
$$I'_w \cdot \ddot{\phi} + M' \cdot \ddot{x}_w - g \cdot \phi \cdot M' = l \cdot F_{FR} (\text{sign}\Delta_1 - \text{sign}\Delta_2) + l(C_1 - C_2),$$
$$M_w \cdot \dddot{z}_w = C_1 + C_2 - F_{FR} (\text{sign}\Delta_1 - \text{sign}\Delta_2),$$

where $M'_w = M_w + 2m_b + \frac{m_lWh}{r^2}$, $M' = M_w \cdot h$, $C_1 = k_1 \cdot \Delta_1$, $C_2 = k_2 \cdot \Delta_2$, $\Delta_1 = z_w - l \cdot \phi$, $\Delta_2 = z_w + l \cdot \phi$, $M_w$ – mass of the carrying structure of a flat wagon; $I'_w$ – inertia moment of the carrying structure of a flat wagon relative to the longitudinal axle; $S_a$ – value of the longitudinal impact to the automatic coupler; $m_b$ – bogie mass; $l_{WH}$ – inertia moment of a wheelset; $r$ – radius of a mean worn-out wheel; $n$ – number of bogie axles; $l$ – half-base of a flat wagon; $F_{FR}$ – absolute value of the dry friction force in a spring group; $k_1, k_2$ – rigidities of the springs in the bogie suspension; $x_w, \phi_w, z_w$ – coordinates corresponding to the longitudinal, angular around longitudinal, and vertical displacements of a flat wagon, respectively.

System of equations Eq. (1-3) were solved in MathCad software using standard algorithms [10-15]. The initial displacements and speeds were taken equal to zero. The input parameters of the mathematical model were the technical characteristics of the flat wagon, parameters of a spring suspension and values of a longitudinal impact into the automatic coupler. It was considered that the flat wagon was loaded with conditional freight under the complete wagon load consignment. Fig. 2 shows that the maximum acceleration value on the carrying structure of the flat wagon was about 40 m/s² (0.4 g). The acceleration value obtained did not exceed the normative value established in [16, 17].

The strength of the carrying structure of a flat wagon was studied with a spatial model in SolidWorks software [18]. The strength calculation was made by the finite element method [19-21]. The finite element model of the carrying structure of the flat wagon is given in Fig. 3.

The model used isoparametric tetrahedrons. The model consisted of 225669 nodes and 679072 elements. The maximum size of an element was 105 mm, the minimum one 21 mm. The element size expansion ratio was 1.6. The minimum number of the elements in a circle was 8. The model was fixed in the supporting areas on the bogies. The structural material was the steel 09G2S.

Two loading diagrams for the carrying structure of the flat wagon were considered:
– transportation of military equipment, see Fig. 4(a) and
– transportation of a heavy container, see Fig. 4(b).

The design diagram considered the carrying structure elements which were in rigid interaction by welding or riveting. Thus, a rotating sector was neglected. It was considered that the carrying structure of the flat wagon was under the vertical load $P_v$, and the longitudinal load on the rear stop of the automatic coupler $P_r$. 

![Fig. 2. The accelerations on the carrying structure of a flat wagon at shunting impacts](image1)

![Fig. 3. The finite element model of the carrying structure of a flat wagon](image2)
The design diagram of the carrying structure of the flat wagon considered the vertical static load, distributed as a distance load, and the location of the container centre of gravity under the loading of a heavy container. On the basis of the calculation the authors defined the basic strength parameters of the carrying structure of a flat wagon. The results of the calculation are given in Figs. 5-6.

In the first design diagram the maximum equivalent stress was 337 MPa, displacement in structural units was 4.8mm, and strain was $4.35 \times 10^{-3}$. The second design diagram demonstrates the maximum equivalent stress 324 MPa, displacement of 4.4 mm, and strain of $1.13 \times 10^{-3}$. Thus, the maximum equivalent stresses were within the admissible values [16, 17, 22].

Further the strength capacity of the carrying structure of a flat wagon was ensured. The study also concerns with the fatigue strength calculation of the flat wagon structure. The test base included 107 cycles. The fatigue curve was obtained by dividing each stress value of the curve SN by the elasticity modulus of the reference material (ASME) and multiplying the obtained value by the elasticity modulus of the considered material [18] (see Fig. 7). This curve was obtained in the CosmosWorks software environment for steel grade 09G2S. It characterizes the change in stresses of the material of the supporting structure of the platform wagon depending on the number of loading cycles.

The calculation of fatigue is implemented in a linear form when stress accumulation is diagnosed. The theory of damage accumulation suggests that a stress cycle with an alternating stress above the fatigue limit causes damage. Total damage is equal to the sum of the damage caused by individual stress cycles. That is, after applying loads to the calculation model with a loading cycle of $10^7$, no damage was detected. The calculations made it possible to conclude that the fatigue strength of the carrying structure of a flat wagon was provided in operational load modes.
3. Conclusions

The carrying structure of a flat wagon of lower centre of gravity was designed. A 13-401 flat wagon was chosen as the prototype wagon. In order to transport military equipment, the middle part of the frame was lowered in comparison with that of the prototype (Fig. 1). Military equipment was placed on the rotating sectors made of composite material. Fitting outriggers were installed in the extension parts of the carrying structure of a flat wagon for transportation of heavy containers. The dynamic loading of the carrying structure of a flat wagon of lower centre of gravity was determined. The research was made in the plane coordinates. It was taken that the rear stop of the automatic coupler was under an impact load of 3.5 MN and the maximum acceleration on the carrying structure was about 0.4 g, thus it was within the admissible values.

The basic strength characteristics of the carrying structure of a flat wagon of lower centre of gravity were defined. The calculation was made with the finite element method. The study considered the loading on the carrying structure of a flat wagon under transportation of military equipment and a heavy container. It was established that the first design diagram had the maximum equivalent stress equal to 337 MPa, maximum displacements in the structural units were 4.8 mm, and strain of $4.35 \times 10^{-3}$. The second design diagram had the maximum equivalent stress equal to $324 \times \text{MPa}$, displacement of 4.4 mm, and strain of $1.13 \times 10^{-3}$.

The fatigue calculations for the carrying structure of the flat wagon made it possible to conclude that the fatigue strength was ensured at operational loading modes. The research may encourage engineers to design unified carrying structures of flat wagons, and improve the rail transport efficiency.
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